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ABSTRACT.  The strict, superstrict and the ßF topologies are defined on

a space A of continuous functions from a completely regular space into a Banach

space E.   Properties of these topologies are discussed and the corresponding dual

spaces are identified with certain spaces of operator-valued measures.  In case E

is a Banach lattice, A becomes a lattice under the pointwise ordering and the

strict and superstrict duals of A coincide with the spaces of all r-additive and all

o-additive functional on A respectively.

Introduction.  The Riesz representation theorem says that any continuous

linear functional F on the space of continuous real functions on a compact Haus-

dorff space X with the uniform topology must have the form Fif) = fxf dm for

some bounded regular Borel measure on X.  This representation was extended

later to other spaces, first in case X is locally compact and later by Aleksandrov

[1] for continuous linear functionals on the space Cb{X) of all bounded continu-

ous real functions on a completely regular space. The representation was given by

means of integrals with respect to members of the space M(X) of all bounded,

finitely-additive, regular with respect to zero sets, measures on the algebra gener-

ated by the zero sets.  The o-additive, r-additive and tight linear functionals corre-

spond to the o-additive, r-additive and tight members of M(X) respectively (see

Varadarajan [24]).  Buck [4], for the locally compact case, and Sentilles [23],

for the completely regular case, have defined the strict topologies on Cb(X) which

yield as dual spaces certain subspaces of M(X). Several others like Hewitt [10],

Bogdanowich [2], Wells [25], the author [12] and others have considered the

problem of representation of linear functionals on spaces of continuous scalar-

valued or vector-valued functions. In this paper we define certain locally convex

topologies on spaces of continuous vector-valued functions on a completely regu-

lar space. We study some of the properties of these topologies and represent their

duals with operator-valued measures on certain o-algebras of subsets of X.  The
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integration process employed is a generalization of the process of Aleksandrov to

the vector case. It is one of the many integration processes defined by McShane

[17].

1. Definition and notation.  Throughout this paper X will denote a com-

pletely regular Hausdorff space and Y will be a Hausdorff compactification of X.

We will denote by B the algebra of continuous real-valued functions f on X which

have continuous extensions / to all of Y.   Let E he a Banach space over the real

field.  We will denote by A the space of all continuous functions / from X into E
A A

which have continuous extensions/ to all of Y.  Let C = {/ :fEA}.  If fEA

and g E B, the function gf is defined on X by (gf)(x) = g(x)f(x). For s E E we

will denote also by s the element of A whose value at every x is equal to s.

We will consider on A various locally convex topologies.

(a) The uniform topology o generated by the norm

/-► 11/11 = sup{||/(x)i|:xejr}.

(b) The topology k generated by the family seminorms pK, K compact in

X, where

PKif) = \\fh = ™PÍMix)\\--xGW-

(c) The topology it generated by the family of seminorms Px, x EX, where

px(f) = \\m\\-

Clearly all topologies 7r, k, o are Hausdorff and it < k < o.  Finally, if r is

a linear topology on A, then (A, t)' denotes the topological dual of {A, r).

2. The strict and superstrict topologies on A.  Buck [4] defined the strict

topology on the space of bounded continuous functions on a locally compact

Hausdorff space.  This topology has been studied later by several other authors.

Recently Sentirles [23] defined the strict and superstrict topologies on the family

of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on a completely regular Haus-

dorff space. In this section we will define the strict and superstrict topologies on

the space A defined in § 1.  Our approach will be analogous to that of Sentilles.

Several of our theorems will be generalizations of his results.

A subset Z of Y is called a zero set if Z =f~l {0} for some continuous real

function /on Y. We will denote by Í2 (Í2,) the class of all closed (zero) subsets

of Y which are disjoint from X.   For a Q in £2, let BQ = {fE B :/ = 0 on Q}.

It is not hard to see that Bq is a Banach algebra (under the uniform norm) with

an approximate identy of norm < 1.

Let Q En. We will denote by ßG the locally convex topology on A gen-

erated by the family of seminorms /—► \\gf\\, gEBç. The space (A, o) is a

Banach space and a BG -module since gf E A for every gEBg and every / E A.

The topology ßQ is the strict topology on A as defined by Sentilles [20].  Hence
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ßq is the finest locally convex topology on A which agrees with ßq on norm

bounded subsets of A by Sentilles [21, Theorem 2.2]. A convex balanced absor-

bent set W in A is a ßq-neighborhood of zero iff given r > 0 there exists a ßg-

neighborhood V of zero such that Ur n V E W, where Ur = {/G A : ||/|| < r}.

The strict topology ß = ß(A) on A is defined to be the inductive limit of

the topologies ßq, QEQ. The superstrict topology ßx is the inductive limit of

the topologies ßz, Z E Slx.  By definition of the inductive limit topology (see

Schaefer [19, p. 57]), a convex balanced absorbent subset W of A is a ß (ßx)

neighborhood of zero iff W is a ßg-neighborhood of zero for each Q E £2 (Q E £lx).

Theorem 2.1. k < ß < ßx < o.

Proof. It is clear that ß < j3x < a. To prove that k < ß consider an arbi-

trary compact set K in X.  We want to show that the set W = {fEA : \\f\\K < 1}

is a ^-neighborhood of zero.  Since W is convex balanced and absorbent it suffices

to show that W is a ßq-neighborhood of zero for every Q in Í2.  So, let Q E Í2.

Since K is compact, there exists g E B such that g = 1 on K and g - 0 on Q.

Then g E BQ and V = {/G A : \\gf\\ < 1} C W. Since V is a ßQ-neighborhood

of zero the result follows.

Since, for each Q E Í2, ßq is the finest locally convex topology on A which

agrees with ßq on norm bounded subsets of A, it follows that ß (J?,) is the finest

locally convex topology r on A which agrees with ß i$x)on norm bounded sets.

Lemma 2.2. Let it be a locally convex topology on A such that it < r < o

and such that {A, r)' = H is a norm closed subspace of A' = {A, o)'. Then r and

o have the same bounded sets.

Proof.  Every o-bounded set is obviously r-bounded. On the other hand,

suppose that G is a r-bounded subset of A  Then G is o(A, H) bounded.  By our

hypothesis H is a Banach space under the norm

0 -+ || 011 = sup{|0CO|:/G A, U/H < 1}.

Each fEA defines a bounded linear functional Tf on H by 7^(0) = <p(f). Since

G is o(A, H) bounded, we have sup{|T/(0)| :/£ G} < °° for each 0 G ZZ.   By

the principle of uniform boundedness there exists K > 0 such that sup {|| T^H :

fEG}<K.  Let now /G G and x E X.  By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a

T in É, || T|| < 1, Tifo)) = \\f(x) ||. Define vx:A-*R, nx(g) = T(g(x)). Then

7^ is in H since itx E (A, it)' E H.  Moreover || ttx || < 1. Thus \\f(x) || = nx(f) =

Tf(nx) <K.   It follows that sup{||/|| :fEG}<K which completes the proof.

Theorem 2.3. Let r be as in Lemma 2.2. The following are equivalent:

(1) T = O.

(2) r is normable.
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(3) r is metrizable.

(4) T is bomological.

(5) t is barrelled.

Proof.  It is clear that (1) implies (2), (2) implies (3), and (3) implies (4).

To prove that (4) implies (5), we first observe that the set Ux ={fEA: ||/|| < 1}

is convex balanced and absorbs every norm (and hence every r) bounded set.  By

(4) Ux is a T-neighborhood of zero.  It follows that r = a.  Since (A, o) is a

Banach space, (5) follows.  Finally to prove that (5) implies (1) we observe that

the set Ux is 7r-closed and hence r-closed. Since Ux is also convex balanced and

absorbent it follows that Ux is a r-neighborhood of zero and hence r = o.

Theorem 2.4.  The duals of the spaces (A, ß) and (A, ßx) are norm closed

subspaces of the dual of (A, a).

Proof.  Let {Tn} he a sequence in (A, |3)'.  T E A', such that || Tn - T\\

—> 0.  Let W = {/£ A : \T(f)\ < I}. We need to show that W is a 0-neighbor-

hood of zero.  Since W is convex balanced and absorbent it suffices to show that

given r > 0 there exists a ß-neighborhood V of zero such that V n {/6 A : ||/|| <

r} E W.   So, let r > 0. Choose « so that \\T„-T\\< l/(2r).  Let V = {fE A :

\Tn(f)\ < ft }. Then F is a ¡3-neighborhood of zero and V n {f E A : \\f\\ < r}

E W.  This proves the result for ß. The proof for ßx is similar.

Corollary 2.5. (a) Theorem 2.3 holds for t = ß or ßx.

(b) ß, |3, and o have the same bounded sets.

Theorem 2.6.  77ze topologies ß and o coincide iff X is compact.

Proof.  Clearly ß = o when X is compact.  On the other hand assume that

X is not compact.  Then Y + X.   Let x E Y - X, Q = {x}. Let g E BQ and set

V={fEA: \\gf\\ < I}. Choose sEE,\\s\\ = 2 and set F = {y EY:\g(y)\

>ft}. There exists« EB, 0 <n < 1, such that h = 0 on Fand h(x) = 1.  Then

the function / = «s is in V but not in Ux = {/ E A : \\f\\ < 1}. Hence Ux does

not contain V.   It follows that Ux is not a ßG -neighborhood of zero and hence

3. The topology ßF. Let F be a collection of compact subsets of X satis-

fying the following two conditions:

(1) \JF = X.
(2) F is directed, i.e. given Gx, G2 in F there exists G in F containing both

Gx and G2. We denote by tf the locally convex topology on A generated by the

family of seminorms {|| • ||G : G E F}, where || f\\G = sup{||/(jc) \\:xE G}. The

topology ßF = 13^(^4) is defined to be the mixed topology y[o, rF] as defined by

Wiweger [26].  By Wiweger we have tf < ßF < o and that ßF is the finest locally
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convex topology on A which agrees with rF on each norm bounded subset of A

(see Wiweger [26, 2.2.2.]).

Lemma 3.1. Let Gx,. . . , Gn be in F, e > 0 and fin A.   Then there exist

g, h in A such that f = g + h, h = 0 on each G¡, and \\g\\ < e + max{||/||G.:

1 < i < «}.

Proof.  Let G = U G, and set d = e + ||/||r. Then GEV={xEY:
A

\f(x) I < d}. Since G is compact and V open there exists h0 E B, 0 <hQ < 1,

h0 = 1 on G, h0 = 0 on Y - V.   Set g = fh0 and h = /(l - ft0). Then g and /i

satisfy the requirements.

Corollary 3.2.  The sets of the form C\¡Lx{fE A : \\f\\G. < a¡}, where

0 < a¡ —> °° and G¡ E F, constitute a ßF-neighborhood base at zero.

Proof.  It follows from the preceding lemma and from Wiweger's Theorem

3.1.1.

We will next give an alternative description of ßF. Denote by B0{F) the

collection of all bounded real-valued functions / on X with the property that given

e > 0 there exists G in F such that {xEX: \f(x)\>e}EG.  We define on A

the locally convex topology r(F) generated by the family of seminorms Pg, g E

BQ(F), where

Pgif) = llá/ll = swp{\\g(x)f(x)\\:xE X}.

Lemma 3.3. The topologies t(F) and tf coincide on each o-bounded sub-

set of the space A.

Proof.  Let r > 0 and set Ur ={fEA: ||/|| < r}. Suppose that F is a

subset of Ur which is closed with respect to the relative topology of t(F) on U .

We will show that V is closed with respect to the tf relative topology on Ur.  In-

deed, let fEUr be in the rF closure of V.   Let g E B0(F). Given e > 0 there

exists G in F such that \g(x) \ < e/(2r) if x is not in G.   Choose h in V with

||/-Ä||c<e/||£||.  Then ||g(f-h)|| < e. This proves that /is in the r(F) clo-

sure of Vand hence in V.  It follows that r(F)\Ur < TF\ur ■ On the other hand

tf < t(F) because the characteristic function of any set in F belongs to B0(F).

We conclude that t(F) and rF agree on Ur. The result follows.

Theorem 3.4.  77ie topologies t(F) and ßF coincide.

Proof.  Since ßF is the finest locally convex topology on A which agrees

with tf on norm bounded subsets of A, we have t(F) < ßF by 3.3.  On the

other hand, let W = C]^x [fEA: \\f\\G. < a¡} where 0 < a, -* °° and G¡ E F.

Define g = sup,- afx Xc* (Xg- *s tne characteristic function of Gf). Then g G

B0(F). Moreover, {h EA:\\gh\\ <1} E W.  Hence Wis a r(F)-neighborhood of

zero. Now Corollary 3.2 completes the proof.
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Theorem 3.5.  The topology ßF is weaker than ß.

Proof.  Let W he a convex balanced absorbent ^-neighborhood of zero.

Let Q E Í2 and r > 0.   Since ßF coincides with rF on Ur there exist G

in F and § > 0 such that 0 = {/£ A : \\f\\G < 8} D Ur C W.   Choose g E BQ,

0<g<l,g=l onG.  Then V n Ur C W, where V = {fE A : \\gf\\ < 5}.

This proves that W is a ßq-neighborhood of zero for each Q in Í2.  The theorem

is proved.

We will next identify the space (A, ßF)'. Let LF(A) denote the collection

of all linear functionals T in A' such that T(fa) —> 0 whenever {/a} is a net in

Ux that converges to zero uniformly on each G EF. We omit the proof of the

following easily established

Lemma 3.6. LF(A) is a norm closed subspace of A'.

Lemma 3.7. Let 0 E {A, o)'.   Then 0 is in LF(A) iff for each e > 0 there

exist G in Fand8>0 such that \<p(f)\ < e for all f E A with ||/|| < 1 a«ci

ll/llG<5.

Proof. The necessity of this condition is clear. To prove the sufficiency

assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists e>0 such that for each G EF

and each S > 0 there exists / = f,G 6^ in A, with ||/|| < 1 and ||/||G < 5, such

that |0(f)| > e.  For ax = (GX,8X), a2 = (G2, 82) we write ax > a2 iff Gx D

G2 and 5X < 52.  In that way we get a net {fa} in Ux. Moreover, fa —► 0 uni-

formly on each G EF.   Since \<p(fa)\ > e for all a we arrive at a contradiction.

Theorem 3.8.  77ie topological dual of the space (A, ßF) is the space Lp(A).

Proof.  Let 0 ELF(A). Set W = {fE A : \<t>(f)\ < 1}. If r > 0, there ex-

ist G E F and 5 > 0 such that |0(/)| < 1/r whenever ||/|| < 1, ||/||G < 5.  Let

V = {/ E A : \\f\\G < 8r}. Then F is a rF-neighborhood of zero and V n Ur C W.

This shows that W is a ^-neighborhood of zero in view of the fact that ßF is the

finest locally convex topology on A which agrees with tf on norm bounded sub-

sets of A  It follows that <p is j3F-continuous. Conversely, assume that <p is in

(A, ßF)' and let e > 0. There exist G in F and S > 0 such that

{fEA: \\f\\G < 8} n Ux/e E{fEA: \<¡>(f)\ < 1}.

Thus 10(/)| < e whenever fE Ux and ||/||G < 5e.  By Lemma 3.7, 0 E LF(A).

Corollary 3.9. (a) ßF and o have the same bounded sets.

(b) Theorem 2.3 holds if we replace t with ßF.

4.  The dual spaces of (A, ß), (A, ßx), and (A, ßF).  In this section we will

represent the dual spaces of (A, ß), {A, ßx) and {A, ßF) by means of integrals

with respect to operator-valued measures.   We will denote by Bo(X) and Bo(F)
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the o-algebras of Borel subsets of X and Y respectively.

The o-algebra of Baire subsets of Y will be denoted by Ba(Y), while the

o-algebra, of subsets of X, generated by the 5-zero sets will be denoted by Ba(Zs)

(a subset Z of X is called a Zi-zero set if Z = f~x{0} for some /G B).

Let S be a o-algebra of sets and let 2X C2. Abounded, countably-additive,

real-valued, measure m on 2 is called regular with respect to Sx if for every GGS

and every e > 0 there exists Gx 6Sp contained in G, such that \m(H)\ < e for

every H G S which is contained in G - Gx.

We denote by Mg(E) the space of all bounded, real-valued, countably-addi-

tive, regular with respect to the family of all B-zero sets, measures on Ba(ZB).

The space of all bounded, real-valued countably-additive, regular with respect to

the family of zero sets in Y, measures on Ba(Y) will be denoted by M0(Y).  A

regular Borel measure on Bo(Z) (Bo(y)) is a bounded, countably-additive, real-

valued, measure on Bo(X) (Bo(y)) which is regular with respect to the closed

sets in X(Y).  A regular Borel measure m on Bo(X) is called r-additive if \m\(Fa)

—► 0 for each net {Fa} of closed sets in X which decreases to the empty set.  In

the case of Y, every regular Borel measure is r-additive (see [23]).

Note.   A regular Borel measure m on Bo(X) is r-additive iff \m\(Za) —► 0

for every net {Za} of B-zero sets which decreases to the empty set.  Indeed, as-

sume that the condition is satisfied and let {Ga} be a net of closed sets decreas-

ing to the empty set.  Since the zero sets in Y form a base for the closed sets, it

follows that the family of B-zero sets forms a base for the closed sets in X.   Thus

each Ga is an intersection of B-zero sets.  Let

D = [Z E X:Z a B-zero set, Z D Ga for some a}.

Then D is directed (by inclusion) downwards to the empty set.  By hypothesis,

given e > 0, there exists ZED with \m \(Z) < e. Let a0 be such that Ga   E Z.

Now for each a > a0 we have \m\(Ga) < \m\(Z) <e which proves that

|m|(Ga) —0.

We will denote by MT(X) and MT(Y), respectively, the spaces of all r-addi-

tive regular Borel measures on X and Y.

Let Ma(Ba(ZB), E') denote the set of all functions m : Ba(Zs) —► E' with

the following two properties:

(1) For each s EE, the function ms : Ba(ZB) —► R, (ms)(F) = m(F)s, is

in M0(B).

(2) \m\(X) < °°, where \m\ is defined on Ba(Zß) by \m\(G) =

sup \Xm(Fi)si\, the supremum being taken over all finite partitions {Ff} of G

into sets in Ba(ZB) (we will refer to such a partition as a Ba(Zß)-partition) and

all finite collections {s¡} E E with ||sf|| < 1. We define MT(Bo(X), E1) as we did

M0(Ba(ZB), E') by replacing Ba(Zß) with Bo(X) and M0(B) with MT(X). The
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spaces M0(Ba(Y), E1) and MT(Bo(Y), Ef) ate defined analogously. For «2 in any

one of the above spaces, we define its norm ||m|| by ||«.|| = \m\(X) or |m|(y)

(depending on the a-algebra on which m is defined).

Theorem 4.1. IfmEM0(Ba(ZB),E'),then \m\EMg(B).

Proof.  It is easy to see that \m\ is a bounded, monotone, finitely-additive,

set function on Ba(ZB).  To prove the regularity, consider a G E Ba(Zs) and let

e > 0 be given.  By the definition of \m\{G), there exist a finite Ba(ZB)-partition

{Fj} of G and s¡ E E, with ||s,.|| < 1, such that 2m(Ff)s,. > |«z|(G) - e. By the

regularity of each ms¡, there are B-zeto sets Z¡ C F. such that 2m(Z/)sf > |m|(G)

- e. The 5-zero set Z = Uz; is contained in G.  Moreover, \m\(Z) > 2m(Z/)s/

> \m|(G) - e which proves the regularity of |m|.

To finish the proof it remains to show that \m | is countably-additive. To

this end, consider a sequence {Fj} of disjoint members of Ba(ZB) and let G =

U/Ff.  Since \m\ is monotone and finitely-additive, we have

Im|(G) > ImI m FA = Z \m\(Fj)

for all « and hence \m\(G) > 2," x |«í|(F¿). On the other hand, let e > 0 be given.

There exist a Ba(ZB)-partition Gx, . . . ,GN of G, and s{ E E, with \\s¡\\ < 1, such

that I,^m(Gj)si > \m\{G) - e. For each /' we have m(Gj)s¡ = 2~=1 m(G¡ n Fn)s¡.

Moreover,

£   Z \m(G, n F>,.I < £ |m |(F„) < |m |(G).
n=l   i=l m=1

Hence

|m |(G) - e < £ míG,.)^. = ¿   ¿ m (G, n F„)S/
1=1 1=1 /j=i

= Z   Z «(G, H F„)S/. < £  |m|(F„) < |m|(G).
71 = 1    1=1 11=1

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that |m|(G) = 2"=1 |m|(Fn). This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. If m E MT(Bo(X), E'), then \m\EMT(X).

Proof.  Using an argument similar to that of Theorem 4.1, we show that

|m| is a regular Borel measure on Bo(X). It remains to show that |m| is r-additive.

By the note at the beginning of §4, it suffices to show that |m|(Za) —► 0 for

each net {Z } of 5-zero sets which decreases to the empty set. So, let {Za} he
A A

such a net.  For each a there exists a zero set Za in Y such that Za= ZaC\ X.

Define m : Bo(Y) —> E' by m(F) = m(F n X).  For each s E E, the function

ms : Bo(Y) —*■ R, (ms)(F) = (ms)(F n X) is in MT(Y) since ms is r-additive.  It
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now follows easily that m E MT(Bo(Y), E') and that \m\(F) = \m\(F n X) for

each Borel set F in Y.   Let D denote the collection of all subsets Z of Y which
A

are intersections of a finite number of Za's.  Then D is directed downwards to

G = f)Za. Hence \m\(G) = limZ£D \m\(Z). Since G n X = 0 we have \m\(G)

= 0. Therefore, given e > 0 there exists aZ = Z.,   n •■• n Z„   in Z) such that
° al an

\m\(Z) < e. Now, if a > ax,. . . , an, then

\m\(Za) < \m\(Zttl n — n Zan) = \m\(Z) < e.

This proves that lim \m\(Za) = 0 and the proof is complete.

We have analogous theorems for the elements in the spaces Ma(Ba(Y), E')

and MT(Bo(Y), E').

Next we will define integrals with respect to measures belonging to one of

the spaces defined above. The integration process which we will employ is a gen-

eralization, to the vector case, of the process of Aleksandrov.  It is one of the

many integration processes defined by McShane [17].

Let m G Afa(Ba(ZB), E'), G E Ba(ZB), and fEA.   Consider the collection

D of all a = {Fj, . . . , Fn; xx, . . . , xn} where {Ff} is a Ba(ZB) partition of G

and x¡ E F¡.  For ax, a2 E D we write ax > cv2 iff the partition of G in ax is a

refinement of the partition of G in a2. Then (D, >) is a directed set.  For each

c¿ = {Fx, ...,Fn;xx>. . . , xn} in D we define wa = S m(F¡)f(x¡). We will show

that {wa} is a Cauchy net in R and hence convergent. Indeed, let e > 0 be given.

We may assume, without loss of generality, that ||m|| < 1.  For each x EX, let

Vx = {y E X: \\f(x) -fiy)\\ < e}. Then Vx is a Z?-cozero set and hence in

Ba(Zß) : If W = {s E E : \\s\\ < e}, then Vx = f-xif{x) + W). Since f{X) is

totally bounded, there are xx,.. . , xN in X such that f(X) E \Jf=1 (f(x¡) + W).

Thus X = U£, Vx¡. Let G¡ = Vx. n G.  Define Gx = G'x and G„ + 1 = G'n+X -

(J" G¡, n = 1, . . . , N - 1. Keeping those Gf which are not empty we get a

Ba(ZB) partition {Fx, .... F„} of G with the property that \\f(x) -f{y)\\ < 2e

if*, y are in the same F¡. Pick x¡ E F¡ and let a0 = {Fx.Fn; xx, . . . , xn}.

If ax, a2 are in D with ax, a2 > cv0, then

Kx -wa2l<|wai -waol + |wao-wa2l<2e|m|(G) + 2e|m|(G)<4e.

This proves that the net {wa} is a Cauchy net and hence convergent. We define

¡of dm - limwa.  It can be shown easily that, for disjoint Fx and F2 in Ba(ZB)

and G = Fx U F2, we have fGfdm = ¡Fidm + fF fdm.  Moreover we have

the following easily established

Lemma 4.3. (a) 77ze map f —► fGfdm is linear on A.

(b) \fGfdm\< fG\\f(x)\\d\m\(x)<\\f\\\m\(G)   for all fEA.
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We similarly define integrals of functions in A with respect to members of

MT(Bo(X), E').

Lemma 4.4. Let m be a bounded, real-valued, countably additive measure

on Ba(ZB).  Then m E Mg(B).

Proof. We first show that for any 5-zero set Z and any e > 0 there exists

a J?-cozero set V, containing Z, such that \m\(Z) > ImKr7} - e.  Indeed, if Z is a

B-zeto set, there exists /> 0 in B such that Z =/-1{0}. For each positive inte-

ger «, we set Vn = {x :f(x) < 1/«}. Then Vn is a S-cozero set and the sequence

{Vn} decreases to Z.   Since |m| is countably additive, we have \m\(Z) =

Urn \m\(Vn) which implies our claim. Thus every 5-zero set belongs to the family

2 of all subsets G of X with the following property: Given e > 0 there exist a

5-zero set Z and a 2?-cozero set V, with Z E G E V, such that \m\(V- Z) < e.

The family 2 is a a-algebra which contains all 5-zero sets and hence Ba(Zs) C 2.

This implies that m is regular with respect to the family of all B-zeto sets.  The

lemma is proved.

Lemma 4.5. Let m E MT(Bo(X), E') and let p denote the restriction of m

to Ba(ZB).  Then p EM(J(Ba(ZB),E)andJGfdm - fGfdp for eachfEA.

Proof.  In view of the preceding lemma, the restriction ms|Ba(Z * belongs

to M0(B) for all SEE.  Now, it follows that p E Ma(Ba(ZB), E'). If we look at

the proof of the existence of ¡Gfdp and fGfdm we can see that fGfdm and

fGfdp coincide.

Integrals of functions in C, with respect to members of Ma(Ba(Y), E') and

MT(Bo(Y), E'), ate defined similarly.

Lemma 4.6. Ifmx, m2 EMT(Bo(Y), E') are such that fYfdmx = fYfdm2

for all fEA, then mx = m2.

Proof.   Let s E E.  For each / E B, we have

iYfd(mxs)=fYfsdmx = fyfsdm2 = fyfd(m2s).

By the uniqueness part of the Riesz representation theorem, we have mxs - m2s.

This, being true for all s G E, implies that mx= m2.

For a proof of the following theorem see Wells [25].

Theorem 4.7. Let 0 be a linear functional on C. Then <p is continuous

with respect to the uniform norm topology iff there exists m E MT(Bo(Y), E')

such that <p(f) =fYfdm for allfE C. Moreover, \\<p\\ = ||m||.

If m e MT(Bo(Y), E') and mx = m |Ba(r) then mx E Ma(Ba(Y), E') and

fYfdmx = fyfdm for all fE A.   Furthermore, ||min = ||m||.  To prove the last

equality, consider the linear map <t>:C—+R, <p(f) =fYfdm = fYfdmx. By 4.7
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we have ||0|| = ||m||. Also ||0|| < H™,!! since |0(/)| = \fYfdmx\< \\f\\ \\mx\\.

Since \\m\\ > \\mx\\, it follows that ||0|| = \\mx\\ = ||m||. Moreover, the inequality

\mx\(G) < |w|(G), together with \mx\{Y)= \m\{Y), implies that \mx\ = \m\ |Ba(y).

Let now 0 G A'.  Define 0: C —> R, $(/) = 4>(f).  Clearly 0 G C'.  Let

m = m^be the element of MT(Bo(Y), E') that corresponds to 0 by Theorem 4.7.

Lemma 4.8. For a QESl, the following are equivalent:

(1) <f>E(A,ßQ)'.

(2) |m|(ß) = 0.

Proof.  (1) —► (2). By regularity it suffices to show that m(G)s = 0 for

each closed set G in Y contained in Q and each s G E, \\s\\ < 1.  So, let G be such

a set and s EE with ||s|| < 1. There exists an open set O in Y containing G and

such that \ms\(0 - G) < e (e > 0 arbitrary).  Since 0 is pV,-continuous, there ex-

ist g E Bq and K > 0 such that 10(/) |< K for all / G A with \\gf\\ < 1.  Choose

n > 0 so that Kfn < e. Set

Ox={xE Y: \g(x)\ < lfn}  and   02=OxO 0.

Clearly G C 0, and |ffis|(02- G) < e.  Choose h EB, 0 < h < 1, h = 1 on G
A

and « = 0 on the complement of 02. Let / = «As.  Since \\gf\\ < 1, we have

\<p(hs)\<K/n<e. But

|0(«s)| = \m(F)s+ f       Jsdm
•/ (J2-U

>|i?i(F)s|-e.

Thus |m(G)s| < 2e which proves that ¡ti(G)s = 0 and (2) follows.

(2) —► (1).  Suppose that |w|(ß) = 0 and let r > 0. Choose an open set V

in Y with \m\(V) < I/O), Q C V.  There exists g E BQ such that g = 1 on the

complement of V.   Set W = {fEA : \\gf\\ < l/2||/w||}. Then W n Ur C ZZ where

ZZ ={fEA: 10(01 <1} and Í7r = {fEA:\\f\\ <r}. This shows that ZZ is a
/^-neighborhood of zero and hence 0 is 0g-continuous.

Theorem 4.9. Let <f>EA' and let m E MT(Bo(Y), E') be such that 0(/) =

fyfdm for all fEA.  Then:

(1) 0 G (A, ß)' iff \m\(Q) = 0 for all Q E a.

(2) 0 G (A, ßx)' iff \m\{Z) = 0 for all ZEÜV

Proof. It follows from the preceding lemma and from the fact that 0 is

ß-continuous iff 0 is ßq -continuous for all Q E Í2, and 0 is ßx -continuous iff 0

is ßq -continuous for all Q E nx.

Let now m E Mr{Bo{Y), E') be such that \m\{Q) = 0 for all Q E SI. By

the regularity of \m\, we have |m|(G) = 0 for each Borel set G in Y disjoint from

X.  Define m : Bo(Z) —> E' by ítz(G n X) = m(G) for each G in Bo(Y). This
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gives us a well-defined function on Bopf).  The proof of the following is straight-

forward and we omit it.

Lemma 4.10. (1) m EMT(Bo(X), E').

(2) \m\(G nX)= \in\(G) for each G in Bo(Y).

(3) ¡xfdm = Jyfdm for all fEA.

Similarly, if mx EMa(Ba(Y), E') is such that |mj \(Z) = 0 for each Z E Slx,

then the function mx : Ba(ZB) —> E', mx(G n X) = mx(G) for all G G Ba(Y), is

well defined and the following is true.

Lemma 4.11. (1) mx EMa(Ba(ZB), E').

(2) \mx \(G n X) = \rhx \(G) for each G in Ba(Y).

(3) fxfdmï = /y/^i for eacn fEA.

An element 0 of the uniform dual B' of B is called r-additive iff 0(fa) —*■ 0

for each net {fa} in B which decreases pointwise to zero. Let LT(B) denote the

collection of all r-additive members of B.

Lemma 4.12. The map m —> 0 defined by the formula <p(f) = ff dm for

all fE B establishes an isomorphism between the spaces MT(X) and LT(B).

Proof.  By LeCam [16, p. 214], every r-additive member of B' has a

unique extension to a r-additive functional on the space Cb(X) of all bounded

continuous real-valued functions on X.   By Varandarajan [24] and by Kirk [13,

Theorem 1.12], the space of r-additive functionals on Cb(X) is isomorphic to the

space MT(X) via the isomorphism m —► 0, 0(f) = Jfdm for all /G Cb(X).  Hence

the result follows.

Lemma 4.13. Let m EMT(X). Define m on Bo(Y) by m(G) = m(G n X).

Then m E Bo(Y).

Proof. By (4.12), the linear functional 0, defined on B by 0(f) = Jfdm,

is r-additive. Define $ on the space C(Y) = {f:fEB} by 0(f) = 0(f). Then

0 is in the uniform dual of C(Y). By the Riesz representation theorem there ex-
A     A A

ists p G MT{Y) such that 0(/) = ffdp for all / G B.   By an argument similar to

that employed by Knowles [14, Theorem 2.4], we show that |ju|(G) = 0 for each

Borel subset G of Y which is disjoint from X.  Define mx on Bo(X) by

mx(G fll) = p{G) for all G G Bo(Y). It is easy to see that mx is a well-defined

element of MT(X) and fxfdmx = fYfdp = 0(f) = ¡xfdm for all / G B.   By

4.12 we have m = mx. Since for G G Bo(Y), p(G) = mx(G n X) = m(G D X),

it follows that in = pE MT(Y). This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.14. If m and mx are both in Ma(B) and if ffdm = ffdmx for

all fEB, then m = mx.
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Proof.  Let Z be a 5-zero set. There exists a sequence {/„} in B which

decreases pointwise to the characteristic function Xz = S of Z.  Thus

mi?) = Jgdm = limJ/„ dm = limj/n dmx = mx(Z).

The result now follows from the regularity of m and mx.

Lemma 4.15. LetmE Ma{B). Define m on Ba(Y) by m(G) = m(G n X)

for all G E Ba(Y).  Then m E M0(Y).

Proof.  Let p E MT(Y) be such that fYfdp = fxfdm for all / G B.  Let

px = p lBa(Y)-  Then Pi e^rj(*0 an(* fxf^m = SyfdP\ f°r all / G 5.  Since

the functional/—> ffdm is o-additive on B (i.e. ffn dm —► 0 for each sequence

{/„} in B which decreases pointwise to zero) it follows, as in the proof of Theo-

rem 2.1 of Knowles [14], that \px\(G) = 0 for each Baire set G in Y which is

disjoint from X.  Define mx : Ba(Zß) —*■ R, mx(G n X) = px(F) for each Baire

set G in Y.  Then m, is a well-defined member of M0(B) and ffdmx = Jfdpx =

ffdm for all fEB.  By Lemma 4.14 we have mx = px. Thus m = px EM0(Y).

Now using 4.13 and 4.15 we easily get the following result.

Lemma 4.16. Let m E MTiBo{X), E') and mx E Ma(Ba{ZB), E'). Define

m and mx on Bo{Y), respectively, by m (Q) = m(Q ft X), mx(G) = mx{G n X).

Then:

(1) m EMT(Bo(Y), E') and mx EM0(Ba{Y), E').

(2) \m\(Q)= \m\(QOX)forallQEBo(Y),and\mx\(Q)= \mx\(GC\X)

for all G E Ba(Y).
A       A A       A

(3) Sxfdw = iyfdm and fxfdmx = fYfdmx for all fEA.

Lemma 4.17. Every m E M0(Ba(Y), E') has a unique extension to a pin

MT(Ba(Y), £■').

Proof.  Define 0 on C by 0(/) = Lfdm. Then 0 G C'. By 4.7 there
, ' A A

exists a unique ju in MT(Bo(Y), E ) such that 0(/) = // dp for all / G A.   Let

jUj = ju I Ba m- We will show that /ij = m.  Indeed, let sEE. Then pxs and ws

are both in Ma(Y). Moreover //d(ms) = //s iZ/« = ffsdpx = ffd(jjixs) for all

fEB.  It follows that ws = pxs for all s G F and hence m = px. Since /i G

Ma(Bo(Y), E') the result follows.

Combining Lemmas 4.6, 4.17 and 4.16 we get

Lemma4.18. If mv m2 EMT(Bo(X), E') [mx, m2 EM0(Ba(ZB), E')]

are such that fxfdmx = fxfdm2 for all fE A, then mx = m%.

We are now in a position to identify the dual spaces of (A, ß), (A, ßx) and

{A, ßF).
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Theorem 4.19. LetcpEA'.   Then:

(1) 0 is ß-continuous iff there exists m E MT(Bo(X), E') such that Jfdm =

0(0 for all fEA.

(2) <p is ßx-continuous iff there exists m E M0(Ba(ZB), E') such that

<p(f) = !fdmforallfEA.

Furthermore, the m that corresponds to a ß-continuous (ßx -continuous)

member 0 of A' is unique and ||0|| = ||m||.

Proof.  (1) Suppose that 0 is j3-continuous.  Let m be the element of

MT(Bo(Y), E') with the property that <p(f) = Jfdm for all fE A.  Define m on

Bo(X) by m(G OX) = m(G) for all G G Bo(Y). This gives us an element m of

MT(Bo(X), £") by 4.9 and 4.10. Moreover, by 4.10, fxfdm = fYfdm = 0(0

for all fE A.   Also ||0|| = ||m|| = ||m||. Conversely, let m G MT(Bo(X), E') be

such that 0(0 = ¡fdm for all fE A.   Define m on Bo(Y) by m(G) = m(G n X).

By 4.16, we have m G MT(Bo(Y), E') and fxfdm = fYfdm for all /G A Since

Im l(ß) = Im |(Ô n X) = 0 for ail Q G Í2, we have 0 G (A ß)' by 4.9. Finally

the uniqueness of m follows from 4.18.

(2)  The proof is similar to that of (1).

Theorem 4.20. For afyEA' the following are equivalent:

(1) 0G(Ap»'.
(2) There exists m E MT(Bo(X), E') such that

(a) <p(f) = ffdmforallfEA,
(h) given e > 0 there exists GEF with \m\(X - G) < e.

Proof.  (2) —*■ (1). Let e > 0 be given.  Choose G in F with \m\(X - G)

< e/2. Let S > 0 be such that 25||m|| < e. If fE A, ||/|| < 1, ||/||G < 5, then

10(01 < \jGf*n\ + |Sx-Gfdm\ <5 |m|(G) + |w|(Z" ^ < e'

Hence 0 G (A, ßF)' by 3.7.

(1) —*■ (2).  Since ßF < ß, we have 0 G (A, ß)'. Hence there exists m G

MT(Bo(X), E') such that 0(0 = //dm for all / in A Define m on Bo(Y) by

m(G) = m(G n X). By 4.16, m EMT(Bo(Y), E'). Let e > 0 be given. By 3.7

there exist G in F and 8 > 0 such that |0(/)| < et = e/3 for all /in IV =

{A G^ : ||«|| < 1, ||«||G < 5}.  By the definition of |m| there exist a partition

Fx, ... ,Fn of Y-G, into Borel sets, and s¡ E E, with \\s¡\\ < 1, such that

Hm(Fj)st > \m\{Y-G)-ex = \m\(X -G)-ex. There are closed sets G¡ in

Y, G¡ C F¡, such that 2m(G/)s/ > \m\(X- G) - ex. Choose pairwise disjoint

open sets V¡, 1 < / < n, G¡ EV¡EY-G, such that 2 |m \(V¡ - Gj) < ex. For

each i, 1 < i < n, choose h¡ in B, 0 < «f < 1, h¡ = 1 on Gf and h ¡ = 0 on

r-K. Let/=2«/sf. Then/G IV and hence 10(01 <ex. Since
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<P(f) < T.fG.Sidm + ¿ZfVi_G¡fdm >Hm(Gf)si ~ex> \m\{X - G) - 2ex,

it follows that \m\(X-G)<3ex = e. The theorem is proved.

Definition. A subset M0 of MT(Bo(X), E') is called F-tight if M0 is norm

bounded and given e > 0 there exists G in F with |m|(AT - G) < e for all m

inM0.

Lemma 4.21. Let 0 G (A, ß)' and let m be the corresponding element of

MT(Bo(X), E'). LetGEF and e > 0.  77zt? following are equivalent:

(1) \m\(X-G)<e.

(2) For all fEA with ||/|| < 1 and \\f\\G = 0 we have |0(/)l < e.

We omit the proof of this lemma since we can use an argument similar to

that used in the implication (1) —*■ (2) of Theorem 4.20.

For H C LF{A), let MH = {m0 :0 G ZZ} C MT(Bo(X), E') where m0 is the

measure that corresponds to 0.

Theorem 4.22. For H C LF(A) the following are equivalent:

(1) H is ßp-equicontinuous.

(2) (a) H is norm bounded.

(b) Given e > 0 there exists GEF such that |0(/)l < e for all <j> E H

and all fEA with ||/|| <landf=0onG.

(3) MH is F-tight.

Proof.  By 4.21, (2) and (3) are equivalent.

(1) —> (2).  (a) The set Ux = {/G A : U/H < 1} is norm bounded and

hence j3-bounded. SinceZZ° (= polar of H with respect to the pair (LF(A), A)) is

a /^-neighborhood of zero there exists K > 0 such that Ux E KH°. It follows

that 1101! < K for all 0 in H.
(b) Let e > 0 be given.  Since eft0 is a ^-neighborhood of zero there

exist G in F and Ô > 0 such that W = {fEA: ||/|| < 1, ||/||G <i}Cefi°. Thus

(b) follows.

(3)^(1). Let d = sup{||m01|:0 GH} = sup{Hrn^l :0GZY}. Given

r > 0 there exists GEF such that \m0\(X - F)< l/(2r) for all 0 G ZZ.  If V =

if£ A: \\f\\G < ll(2d)}, then V n Ur E H°, where Ur = {/G A : ||/|| < r}. This

shows that H° is a |3-neighborhood of zero and this completes the proof.

5. In this section we will assume that F is a Banach lattice. We write

f>giff f(x) > g(x) for all x E X.   Since the lattice operations are continuous,

it is easy to verify that A, under the relation >, is a Banach lattice where for /, g

in A we have

(fAg){x)=f{x)Ag(x),
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ifyg){x)=f(x)yg(x),   and    \f\(x) = \f(x)\

for ail x E X.   For a 0 G A' the 0+, 0~, |0| are the elements of A' which are

defined on positive / G A by

0+(/) = sup{0Qr):O <#</},

0-(O = -inf{0(^):O<^</},

l0l(/) = sup{|0Gr)|:|¿rl<.f}.

Theorem 5.1. Each of the spaces (A, ß), (A, ßx) and (A, ßF) is locally

solid.

Proof.  Let W he a convex balanced ^-neighborhood of zero. For each

gen there exists gQ E BQ such that VQ = {fE A : \\gQf\\ < 1} C If.   Each

Vq is clearly solid.  Hence the set V = \J { VG : Q E £2} is solid.  By Peressini

[18, p. 161], the convex balanced hull VQ of Fis solid.  Since V0 C W, the re-

sult follows for (A, ß). The proof for (A, ßx) is similar.  For the (A, ßF) we ob-

serve that the class of sets of the form 0,^! {fEA: \\f\\G. < aj}, where 0 < a¡

—► °° and G(. G F, consists of solid sets and is a j3F-base at zero.

Definitions.  For a net {fa} in A, we say that it decreases to zero, and

write fa 4- 0, if for each x E X we have lim/a(x) = 0 and 0 <fa(x) <fy(x)

whenever a > y. An element 0 of A' is called r-additive if 0(/a) —► 0 whenever

fa •!■ 0. We will say that 0 is a-additive if <p(f„) —► 0 for each sequence {/„} in

A which decreases to zero. The set of all a-additive (r-additive) members of A'

will be denoted by La(A) (LT(A)).

Theorem 5.2. Each of the dual spaces (A, ß)', (A, ßx)' and (A, ßF)'

forms a linear lattice ideal in the Riesz space A'.

Proof.  This follows easily from the fact that the spaces (A ß), (A ßx)

and {A, ßF) ate locally solid.

Theorem 5.3.  The dual space of the space (A, ß) is the space LT(A).

Proof.  Let 0 G A' and let m G MT(Bo(Y), E') he such that 0(0 = Jfdm

for all/G A  Suppose 0 is 0-continuous and let fa i 0. We want to show that

0(/a) —* 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that ||/a|| < 1 for all a.

Let e > 0.  For each a, set Za = {xEY: \\fa(x)\\ > e}. Then ZalQ=r\Za.

Since Q E Í2 we have |m|(g) = 0 by 4.9. Since |m|(Za) -*• |m|(ö) = 0, there

exists a0 such that |m|(Za) < e for all a > a0. Now, for a > a0, we have

WJ\<\fzef*n\ + \fr_zJdm\
< \m\(Za) + e\\m\\ < e(l + ||m||).

This shows that <P(fa) —*■ 0 and 0 is r-additive.
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Conversely, assume that 0 is r-additive. Let ß in Í2 and 0 < s G E, \\s\\ < 1.

Choose an open set 0 in Y, Q E 0, such that |m|(0 - ß) < e (e > 0 arbitrary).

The collection D = {hs : h E B, 0 < h < 1, h = 1 on ß and h = 0 on Y - 0} is

downwards directed to zero. Hence there exists hs in D such that \<p(hs)\ < e.

But

\<t>{hs)\> \Lsdm\-\f   Jisdm\>\m(Q)s\-\m\(0-Q)> |m(ß)s|-e.

Hence |ffi(ß)s| < 2e. This proves that m(Q)s = 0 for each ß in Í2 and each

s G F, ||s|| < 1, s > 0. Since F is a lattice, we have m(Q)s = 0 for all s G F.

Now the regularity of ms and 4.9 complete the proof.

Theorem 5.4. The dual of the space (A, ßx) is the space La(A).

Proof. Let 0 G A' and m E MT(Bo(Y), E') he such that 0(0 = fYfdm

for all /in A.  Assume that 0 is ßx-continuous and let {fn} be a sequence in A

that decreases to zero, We want to show that 0(/„) —► 0. We may assume with-

out loss of generality that ||/J| < 1 for all n.   Let e > 0 and set Zn = {x G Y :

ll/„(x) II > e}. Then Z„ i f) Zn = Z and Z G üx. Since Um M(Z„) = \m\(Z)

= 0, there exists n0 such that \m \(Zn) < e if n > n0. Now, if n > «0, we have

1W < |/z/» H + l/r-z/» H < e + ellOT"-

This proves that 0(/„) —► 0 and hence 0 is o-additive. Conversely, assume 0 G

Z,a(4). Let Z be in Í2t and s G F with s > 0 and ||s|| < 1. Given e > 0 there

exists a cozero set V containing Z such that \m\{V- Z) < e. LetgEB,0<g

< 1, be such that Z = g~x{0}. For each positive integer n, let Vn = {x E Y:

g(x) < Un} n V. Choose hn E B, 0 < hn < 1, hn = 1 on Z and h = 0 on Y -

Vn. Let h'n = hx A ••• A hn and set /„ = h'ns. Then /„ I 0. Hence there ex-

ists n such that \<p(f„)\ < e. But

Mn)\>\fJndrn\-\Sv_zfndm\

> \m(Z)s\ - \m\(V-Z) > \m(Z)s\ - e.

Thus |m(Z>| <2e . This proves that m(Z)s = 0. From this it follows that

m (Z)s = 0 for each s G F and all Z in Q.x. Now the result follows from the

regularity of ms lBa(y) and from 4.9.

Theorem 5.5. Let r be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A for

which the positive cone is normal.  Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) {A,T)'ELT{A).

(2) If'fa l 0, then f —> 0 in the r-topology.
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Proof.  It is clear that (2) implies (1).

(1) —» (2).  By Schaefer [10, p. 219], r is the topology of uniform con-

vergence on the r-equicontinuous subsets of (A, r)'+ ={0 G {A, r)' : 0 > 0}.

Suppose now that fa -1 0 and let F be a r-neighborhood of zero.  There exists a

r-equicontinuous subset H of (A, r)'+ such that H° C V.  The set H is relatively

weakly compact.  Every fa defines a weakly continuous linear functional on

(A r)' by <p -»• Wa(f) = <p(fa). If 0 G H, then Wa(<p) i 0. Hence Wa -*■ 0 uni-

formly on // by Dini's theorem.  It follows that there exists a0 such that fa G

H° C F for all a > a0. This proves that f£ —> 0 and the proof is complete.

We have an analogous theorem for L0(A) with a similar proof.

Theorem 5.6. Let r be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A for

which the positive cone is normal.   The following are equivalent:

(1) The space (A, r)' is contained in La(A).

(2) /„ •!■ 0 implies that fn —*■ 0 in the r-topology.

Corollary 5.7. (l)/„ I 0 implies that fn —* 0 in the ßx-topology.

(2) fa I 0 implies that fa —> 0 in the ß-topology.

Theorem 5.8. Let r be any one of the topologies ß, ßx, ßF. If W is a

^-neighborhood of zero, then each of the sets Hx = {0+ : 0 G IV0}, H2 — {0~ :

0 G W0}, and H3 = {|0| : 0 G W0} is r-equicontinuous, where W° is the polar of

W /«(Ar)'.

Proof.  Since (A t) is locally solid, r is the topology of uniform conver-

gence on the r-equicontinuous subsets of (A, r)'+. Let Wx be a solid r-neighbor-

hood of zero contained in W and let H be a r-equicontinuous subset of (A r)'+

with H° EWX. Let fEH° and 0 G W? C H00. Since Wx is solid we have

I0+(OI <<t>+(\f\) = sup{0(«):O <« < |/|} < 1.

Thus 0+ G tf00. This shows that Hx C H00. Similarly H2, H3 C H00 and the

theorem is proved.

Throughout the remaining part of this paper E will be assumed to be a

Banach lattice with a unit element e (e has the property that - e < s < e iff

llsll < 1).

Theorem 5.9.  (1) Every weakly compact subset of L*(A) is ßx-equicon-

tinuous.

(2) Every weakly compact subset of L*(A) is ß-equicontinuous.

(3) ß is the topology of uniform convergence on the weakly compact sub-

sets of Lf(A).
(4) ßx is the topology of uniform convergence on the weakly compact sub-

sets ofL+(A).
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Proof. (1)   Let H E L*(A) he weakly compact.   The set H° is convex,

balanced and absorbent.   Let r > 0.   Set a = sup{||0|| : 0 EH} and let Z be

in £2X.   There exists / G B, 0 < / < 1, Z = /   l {0}.    For each positive inte-

ger », put Zn={xE Y:f(x) > lfn}.   Choose gn E B, 0 < gn < 1, gn = 1

on Z and #„ = 0 on Zn.   Let hn = gx A ••• A g„.    Then hne i 0 and hence

<M.hne) I 0 for each 0 in ZZ.   By Dim's theorem, <l>(hne) —► 0 uniformly on H.

Hence there exists n such that 0 (hne) < 1/(2/) for all 0 G ZZ.   Let g = 1 - hn

and set V = {h E A : \\gh || < l/(2a)}.  If h E V n Ur, then hn\h\ < rft„e.

Hence for A G V n i/r and 0 G ZZ we have

|0(/i)| < 0(|A|s) + (¡>{h„\h\) < ||011 IIjrII + r0(,V) <a(l/2a)) + r(l/2r)) = 1.

This shows that V C\ UrE H°.   Since this happens for all r > 0 and all Z G

Í2j we conclude that H° is a ßx-neighborhood of zero.

(2) Let Q E Í2.   The set D = {g E B : 0 < g < 1, | = 1 on Q} is

directed downwards to zero.   From here on the proof is similar to that of (1).

(3) If ZZ C L*(A) is weakly compact, then ZZ° is a /¡-neighborhood of

zero by (2).   Conversely, let W he a ^-neighborhood of zero.   Since ß is locally

solid there exists a f3-equicontinuous subset H of L*(A) such that H° E W.   If

ZZj is the weak closure of ZZ in LT(A), then ZZj C L*(A) and Hx is weakly

compact.   Moreover Hx  E H° E W.   This proves (3).

(4) The proof is similar to that of (3).

Corollary 5.10.  ß = ßx iff LT(A) = La(A).

Using Dini's theorem and the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem (see Köthe [14,

p. 248] ) we can easily show the following

Theorem  5.11. (1) A subset H of L*(A) is o(LT(A), A) relatively com-

pact iff 41 (fa) —*■ 0 uniformly on H for each net {fa} in A that decreases to

zero.

(2)  A subset H of L+(A) is o(La(A), A) relatively compact iff 0(/„)

—* 0 uniformly on H whenever fn 4- 0.

Corollary 5.12.   Let H E LT{A) (H E L0(A)).   The following are

equivalent:

(1) {0+ : 0 G H} and {(¡>~ : 0 G H are both weakly relatively compact

in LT(A) {in La(A)).

(2) {101: 0 G H} is weakly relatively compact in LT(A) (in La(A)).

Theorem  5.13.   The following are equivalent:

(1) (A, ß) is a Mackey space.

(2) If H is a convex, balanced, weakly compact subset of LT(A), then

{101 : 0 G ZZ} is weakly relatively compact in LT(A).
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(3) If H is a convex, balanced, weakly compact subset ofLT(A), then {0+ :

<pEH} and {<p~: 0 G H} are both weakly relatively compact in LT(A),

Proof.  By 5.12, (2) is equivalent to (3).

(1) —► (3).  Let H he a weakly compact, convex, balanced subset of LT(A).

By hypothesis H° is a ^-neighborhood of zero. By 5.8 the sets Vx = { 0+ :

0 G H00} and V2 = {<p~ : 0 G .tf00} are weakly relatively compact in LT(A).

Since H C H00, (3) follows.

(3) —► (1). Let H be a convex balanced weakly compact subset of LT(A).

By hypothesis and 5.9, the sets Hx = {<p+ :<pEH} and H2 = {<p~ : 0 G H} are

ß-equicontinuous.  Since H° D ft (H°x D H2), it follows that H is 0-equicontinu-

ous. Hence ß is finer than the Mackey topology m(A; LT(A)). Thus ß =

m(A, LT(A)) since (A, ß)' = LT(A). This completes the proof.

We have an analogous theorem for the pair (A, L0(A)) and the topology

ßx. The proof is similar.
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